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PART ONE
1

Which king did Archbishop
Alphege serve?

2

Where was Thomas Becket born?

3

Where, in Canterbury, was a small
hoard of silver, dating from cAD
410, found in 1962?

4

What does UNESCO stand for?

5

What is the charge for an adult
visiting the Cathedral and
Precincts?
Which VIP‟s 40th birthday party
was held in Canterbury in 1573?

6

7

Where does the statue of the
“Muse of Lyric Poetry” stand?

8

What was the previous name of
the Buttermarket?

9

Which Canterbury artist and writer
created Rupert Bear?

10

On which date did Rupert first
appear in the Daily Express?

11

Michael Foale was a pupil at
King‟s School. Which career did
he follow?
Which character was played by
Orlando Bloom, in “The Lord of the
Rings”?
When are the regular services in
French held within the Cathedral?

12

13

14

Where is the King‟s Bridge?

15

What is the name of the island on
which the Grey Friars friary was
centred?
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16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
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Which part of Canterbury
Cathedral houses stained glass
depicting the Miracles of St
Thomas?
During whose reign was the
present Canterbury Castle keep
built?
Name one of the inns which have
occupied the site of the Abode (
ex County Hotel).
What are thought to be the origins
of the Dane John Mound?
Patients suffering from which
disease were cared for at St
Nicholas Hospital, Harbledown, in
the Middle Ages?
How did Archbishop Alphege die?
Which 19th Century Canterbury
born benefactor provided funds for
the free “education of the Working
Man”?
Who allowed the Jews to return to
England in the 17th Century?

24

Which religious/political group
pulled down the High Cross in the
Buttermarket?

25

Name a flower connected with St
Thomas‟s pilgrims.

26

Who was Liudhard?

27

Which King was on the throne
when the Bell Harry Tower was
completed?

28

Why was the 1696 Window Tax
introduced?

29

Name the two Archbishops of
Canterbury who followed
Augustine.

a)
b)
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30

Who had her father‟s head placed
in St Dunstan‟s church?

31

From which church did King Henry
II start his penitential walk to St
Thomas‟s tomb?
What is showing today at the
Marlowe Theatre?

32

33

Where in the Cathedral is St
Augustine‟s Chair?

34

As Pilgrims got excited
approaching the Shrine of Becket
they spurred their horses into a
faster pace than a trot.. what is it
called ?
Give one reason why Prince
Edward was known as “The Black
Prince”.

35

36

Why do some pupils at the King‟s
School wear purple gowns?

37

Why did St Martin of Tours cut his
cloak in half?

38

In what year did Julius Caesar and
his legions first arrive in
Canterbury?

39

What are the opening hours of the
Roman Museum on Sundays in
the summer?

40

Name two properties in Canterbury
said to be featured by Charles
a)
Dickens in „David Copperfield‟.
b)

41

In which of Chaucer‟s bawdy tales
does a character expose his bare
bottom from a top window?
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a) In which year and
b) why was the Marlowe
Memorial moved to the
Dane John Gardens?

a)
b)

43

Which wealthy Canterbury trader
gave money for King Richard I‟s
ransom?

44

What was the nickname for the
East Kent Regiment?

45

What was Lambin Friese accused
of in 1174?

46

The Royal Military Canal was built
to defend England from whom?

47

What was yesterday‟s sterling
exchange rate with the Euro, to
one decimal point?
Name the three orders of Classical
Greek architecture.

48

49

Name the Roman Catholic
comprehensive school in
Canterbury.

50

Where can you see a section of
Archbishop Sudbury‟s chalk wall?

51

Name a store in Canterbury which
will accept Euros?

52

What was the name of the engine
that pulled Canterbury‟s first
passenger train?
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What is the nationality of the
sculptor of “Welcoming Christ” in
the centre of the Christchurch
Gate?
During whose reign were 40
Protestants burnt at the stake in
Canterbury?
Where is the monument to these
Protestant Martyrs?

56

Name and locate an Indian
restaurant within the city walls.

57

Name the archbishop who played
a major part in the rebuilding of the
Cathedral after the fire of 1067.
Which major international sport
can be seen in Canterbury this
year on July 8th?

58

59

Whose ashes are buried in the
garden behind the Norman
Staircase?

60

Name the locations of two Park
and Ride car parks in Canterbury.

a)

b)

61

Which writer was the sister of
Edward Knight of Godmersham?

62

Approximately how many people
did the final Roman theatre in
Canterbury hold?

63

Under what name is the national
tourist authority for Britain
marketed?

64

Which tribe referred to Canterbury
as Durovernon?
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When the “Time Team” came to
Canterbury:
a) Where did they excavate?
b) Which „industrial‟ items did
they find?
Name the famous 9th Century
monk who recorded much of
Canterbury‟s history.

67

In which street were Roman
mosaic pavements discovered in
1945?

68

After whom is the Quenin Gate
reputedly named?

69

Which pilgrim route to/from
Canterbury was designated a
“Cultural Route” in 1994 by the
Council of Europe?
Which historic embroidery is
believed to have been made in
Canterbury?

70

71

In the basement of which shop can
you see part of a Roman
hypocaust?

72

Who is considered to be the first
Prime Minister of Britain?

73

Which precious stone is Henry VIII
reputed to have taken from
Becket‟s Shrine?
What role does Rosie Turner fulfil
in Canterbury?

74

75

Rodney Bolt is the author of a
2004 biography called „History
Play‟. Who is it about?

76

What was the original function of
St Augustine‟s Abbey?
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77

Who is the Director of the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust?

78

Where is Joseph Conrad buried?

79

Where were Thomas More and
Simon Sudbury put to death?

80

The Huguenots and which other
people escaped Catholic
persecution and settled in
Canterbury?
When was the last sacking of
Canterbury by the Danes?

81

82

What was
a) the name and
b) the occupation of
Christopher Marlowe‟s father?

83

What was real name of the author
of the Ingoldsby Legends?

84

On whose request is it thought that
the towers of the Christchurch
Gate were removed?
In which small town on the river
Stour was stone for the cathedral
unloaded?

85

86

Where is there a public toilet for
the disabled in the city centre?

87

Who wrote the “Antiquities of
Canterbury”?

88

Which knight is believed to have
struck the blow that murdered
Thomas Becket?

89

Which waterway divides Thanet
from the “mainland”?
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90

Who was the husband of Joan the
„Fair Maid of Kent‟?

91

What was the occupation of the
two John Tradescants?

92

Name the middle phase of Gothic
architecture?

93

Name two main orders of friars
who were living in Canterbury at
the dissolution of the monasteries?

94

95

a)
b)

Which actress and local resident
made her stage debut in „Not Now
Darling‟ at the Marlowe Theatre in
the 1970s?
Who was the first Master of the
Eastbridge Hospital?

96

Which Canterbury painter was
commissioned by Queen Victoria
to paint her herd of Jersey cows?

97

What is the date of the completion
of the Christchurch Gate?

98

Whitstable, near Canterbury, is
a)
associated with a number of „firsts‟.
Can you suggest two of them?
b)

99

What is the name given to the
ancient law, peculiar to Kent,
which governed inheritance,
particularly of land?
What is the exact date of the
murder of Thomas Becket?

100

End of Part One. Now turn to Part Two
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PART TWO

Write notes or a short essay for a brief outline presentation of TWO of the
following:
1.

Describe the events which followed Augustine‟s arrival in
Canterbury, using the city‟s World Heritage Site locations as a basis for your
story.

2.

You are preparing a literary tour of Canterbury. Describe six
stopping points you would include and state why you have chosen them.

3.

Describe the daily routine in the life of a monk before the dissolution
of the monasteries and enumerate the different monastic settlements in
Canterbury at that time, with their locations.

4.

Describe the impact of World War II on the appearance of
Canterbury today. Describe how events at this time helped illustrate the city‟s
past.

5.

Highlight the legacy of Roman Canterbury, with reference to
archaeological finds.

6.

Detail how you would promote Canterbury to a student of the Arts
who is considering studying for their degree in the city. Describe the available
options for study and leisure, listing major events and venues.

END OF PAPER
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